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SUMMARY

A Bayesian method for QTL mapping generalizes Maximum Likelihood by 
treating QTL effects as random and incorporating a prior probability of 
linkage or of QTL position, which depends on heritability. The method is 
implemented for single and multiple linked markers via the Gibbs sampler.

IN T R O D U C T IO N

Traditional methods to map Quantitative Trait loci (QTL) include 
linear regression or ANOVA (e.g., Weller et al., 1990; Dentine and Cowan, 
1990) and Maximum Likelihood (ML) (e.g., Lander and Botstein, 1989; Knott 
and Haley, 1992) . With these methods, QTL substitution effects (a) are 
treated as fixed, and significance testing for QTL presence is based on 
the null hypothesis that no QTL exists. This test is inappropriate for 
heritable traits, where even under strictly polygenic inheritance, "large 
chromosome substitution effects are not uncommon" (Dekkers and Dentine, 
1992) . The a of identified QTL are overestimated (Smith and Simpson, 
1986; Hoeschele and VanRaden, 1993a,b; Georges et al., 1994), and too few 
QTL may be identified (Georges et al., 1994).

Two methods have been developed that treat QTL gene effects as 
random, Best Linear Unbiased Prediction of QTL effects (Fernando and 
Grossman, 1989; Goddard, 1992), and Bayesian linkage analysis (Hoeschele 
and VanRaden, 1993a,b). While the former modifies linear regression by 
assuming normally distributed gene effects, the latter modifies ML by 
assuming an exponential prior distribution of QTL substitution effects 
and using prior knowledge of heritability in linkage tests. In this 
paper, the Bayesian analysis is extended to multi-point mapping and 
implemented via the Gibbs sampler.

M A TE R IA LS AND METHODS

Bayesian linkage analysis via the Gibbs sampler (e.g. Roberts and 
Smith, 1993; Thompson and Guo, 1992) with data augmentation (Tanner and 
Wong, 1987) is illustrated first for a single marker and a halfsib 
design. In each Gibbs iteration, a value is generated for each unknown 
parameter and missing data point, from its distribution conditional on 
observed data and on all other sampled values. The parameters (0) 
comprise substitution effect (a) and gene frequency (p) at a biallelic
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QTL, marker-QTL recombination rate (r) , design parameters including 
polygenic effects, and residual variance o2; the missing data are all QTL 
(G) and some unknown marker genotypes. The joint posterior distribution 
of the missing genotypes and parameters, given the phenotypic (y) and 
observed marker (M) data, has density
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where S is number of sires, Hi is number of offspring of sire i, N* is 
number of sires with QTL genotye k (k=l,...,4), N^lm is number of 
offspring with QTL genotype 1, with a sire of QTL genotype k, and with 
marker genotype m, and Prob(Mij|Mi) is 1 if the marker genotype was 
observed.

Because Prob(Glc) can take on only the values of p and (1-p) , and 
Prob {Cl I Gk, m-) is either (l-r)p, rp, (1-r) (1-p) , or r(l-p), (1] becomes
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where the a and P terms are appropriate sums of the genotype counts (N) 
for sires and offspring above.

Each conditional parameter density is proportional to [2] and can 
be sampled from directly (Beta for p and r, Normal for design parameters, 
Inverse Chi-Square for o2) or via rejection sampling (a  with exponential 
prior) (Devroye, 1986).

Let MG3 be the joint marker-QTL genotype of individual j with 
conditional posterior probability

P(MGj \MGpMGjd) fiyj\MGp fj PWGJo\MGjMGm J
P(MG. | = -------------------------- — --------- ^ -----------------------------  t 3 1

2J numerator
MG]

where s, d, o, and m(o) represent sire, dam, offspring, and mate of j; 
if j does not have a phenotypic record, ffy^MG^) is set to 1. Missing M 
and all G genotypes are sampled based on [3] in random order, as 
recommended by Thompson and Guo (1992).
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The posterior probability of non-linkage to a single marker of 
Hoeschele and VanRaden (1993) can be rewritten as

Prob(r=. 5 \yM) j + Prob(r<.5) U y £ I \r< .5 )~1 
Prob{r=.5) U yM \r=.5)

[4]

where the likelihoods (L) are averages taken with respect to the prior 
parameter distributions. Using the idea of importance sampling 
conditional on data (Thompson and Guo, 1992), the Monte Carlo evaluation 
of the likelihood ratio, the Bayes factor, can be shown to be

N j P ^ G m m d r
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where N is number of Gibbs iterations, Gi is the ith Gibbs sample from 
P (G, p, s, a | y ,M , r ), Pp^fGJM) is the probability of Gi given M evaluated 
at parameter values p and r, and Pp(.) is evaluated at p and r=.5. Samples 
of genotypes and parameter values are obtained as described above, except 
that r is not sampled but fixed at some value r’ (the posterior mean 
estimate of r) , and that sample values of p and a outside of certain 
limits (see Hoeschele and VanRaden, 1993a,b) are rejected.

Multiple linked markers are accommodated as follows. M now 
represents the joint genotype for a set of linked markers. The 
Prob(G1|Gk,m-) in [1] can now take on the values rxr2, (l-r1r2) , rjd-rj) /r, 
and (l-r2) r2/r, where r pertains to the two markers bracketing the QT1, 
and ra and r2 are recombination rates between the QTL and these markers. 
With r known and r2 determined by r, r2, and a map function, r. is the 
only unknown parameter with conditional density

[ ̂  3
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where f(r2) is uniform on [0,r]. [6] can be sampled from via rejection
sampling. Marker genotypes are sampled formally as before for all 
individuals with unknown genotypes and linkage phases. The posterior 
probability of non-linkage to a synteny group of markers can be 
represented as
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and is also amenably to Monte Carlo evaluation. In [7] , $£ denotes linkage 
to the synteny group, -it denotes non-linkage and QeSfU denotes the event 
that the QTL is located in interval j within synteny group i.

A simulated design without replication was analyzed to verify that 
parameters and linkage probabilities were estimable via Monte Carlo. Six 
sires had 100 sons each. A biallelic QTL had gene frequency of p=.5, and 
a equalled one additive genetic standard deviation (oj . Heritability was 
.3, and phenotypes were daughter yield deviations (VanRaden and Wiggans, 
1991) with a reliablity from progeny test of .7. With the prior 
probability of linkage set at .5, the linkage probability was estimated 
at 1.0 when true r was .1, and when true r was set to .5, it was 
estimated at .38 and thus the hypothesis of linkage was rejected. For 
true r = .1, parameter estimates (posterior means) were p = -47, r = .08, 
a = .950., and o*=1.06*true value. Different starting values produced very 
similar estimates only when Gibbs sample size was increased to 10,000.

Future work needs to provide a detailed comparison, via simulation, 
of this method with BLUP as well as an extension to the simultaneous 
consideration of multiple QTL.
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